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CLIPSO COLORS FOR CEILINGS & WALLS
with Standard, Acoustic & Antibacterial Coverings

Are you looking to renovate your interior? Do you find your walls and/or ceilings a
little dull, or would like to add a modern touch? A quick, easy and permanent
solution for your renovation and new build projects would be to use CLIPSO's
color performance coverings for ceilings and walls. They not only have high
performance sound absorption and antibacterial qualities but are also aesthetically pleasing, blending into any interior. CLIPSO ceilings and walls are 100%
customizable in terms of color, printing and shape.

PERFECT FOR TEMPORARY DECORS E.G. EXHIBIT

5,382 sq. ft of #5011
Bright Red. Installed by
4 people in only 3 days

BEFORE

This temporary
exhibition was built
in a church for just
a few weeks using
CLIPSO's bright
red color performance covering to
contrast with the
beautiful architectural structure.

AFTER

705 Standard Color
You can pick the perfect color for your interior among the 30
beautiful colors CIPSO offers, ranging from bright to very
dark. ClLIPSO's color performance covering is the quickest
and easiest way to make a feature wall with a darker color
contrasting the others with a lighter CLIPSO color. Let your
imagination take its course!

495 Acoustic Color
In addition to the standard black, white & beige colors
already available, CLIPSO now offers a brand new collection
of 20 colors featuring a variety of earth tones especially
designed for the US market. CLIPSO has collaborated with
interior designers to identify the next upcoming color trends
for 2015.

CUSTOM COLORS ARE POSSIBLE WITH CLIPSO!
CLIPSO strives to meet its clients needs and thus offers a custom color service. In order to best color match your chosen
color, we require a set of three different Pantone colors, all fairly close in color to the color being matched. If you have an
exact Pantone color, that is much preferable.
Lead Time: 10-15 business days to make the initial samples. Upon approval of the samples, it takes an additional 15-20
business days to manufacture the final run and ship.
Antibacterial feature: You can request to add an antibacterial property to the coating

